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EVIL UNITED: Debut Album Details Revealed - Aug. 9, 2011

EVIL  UNITED,  the  Austin/San  Antonio,  Texas-based  band  featuring
Jason  McMaster  (WATCHTOWER,  DANGEROUS  TOYS,  BROKEN
TEETH) on vocals, a double guitar  assault  of  T.C. Connally (PB/DC,
CULT TO FOLLOW) and John Valenzuela (PB/DC, URIAL) as well as
the brutal rhythm section of Don Van Stavern (RIOT, S.A. SLAYER) on
bass and "Shakes" West (MURDERDOLLS, NEUROTICA, SEBASTIAN
BACH) on drums, will release its self-titled debut album on September 13
via MVD Distribution.

Commented McMaster: "I think there are a lot of bands playing this type
of  metal  right  now,  but  I  believe  that  EVIL  UNITED  has something
different about it. There is a wide range of influence, lots of peaks and
valleys to explore, without losing any of the extreme.

"It's a pleasure to work with Texas metal alumni such as these guys; they

shred but they are paying attention to the thrash and power as well as
the melody."

"Evil United" track listing:

01. Blasphemer
02. Dawn Of Armageddon
03. Speak
04. Rise And Fall Of Earth And Man
05. Wargod
06. Dark Serenade
07. Fifty Year Storm
08. Spoonfed
09. Lost Dream
10. Taking Over The Grandmaster
11. Walking To Sodom
12. Hexorcism
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( 21 )

( 15 )

TRIVIUM
"In Waves"

EXHUMED
"All Guts, No Glory"

PESTILENCE
"Doctrine"

  

To  report  any  abusive,  obscene,  defamatory,  racist,  homophobic  or
threatening comments, or anything that may violate any applicable laws,
please send an e-mail  to bmouth@bellatlantic.net with  pertinent details.
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( 17 )

( 7 )

( 44 )

HAIL!HORNET
"Disperse the Curse"

DECAPITATED
"Carnival is Forever"

Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned.
IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions.

Order comments by:

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | totally amazing band

posted by : garsamuelsons

8/9/2011 10:39:43 AM
Report Abuse

they really do seem to offer something that even the new revival bunch can't seem

to tap into.

I can't wait to get this cd.

Rate comment:   1 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | Debut?

posted by : TXMetalDude

8/9/2011 2:26:20 PM
Report Abuse

Hmm....I bought this entire album on iTunes months ago with a bonus track. Unless

it is being released on hard copy now? Either way...damn good band.

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | Nice!

posted by : thegrimsleeper

8/9/2011 2:35:30 PM
Report Abuse

Though I stay up on the scene I have no interest in buying records by most of these

new bands! THIS I will have to buy! Jason MacMaster is amazing no matter what he

does! And I still have WatchTower's "Energertic Dissasembly" on LP! I must buy this,

whether it's Broken Teeth, Dangerous Toys, etc, Jason rules!

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | wow

posted by : MIKE W

8/9/2011 8:59:47 PM
Report Abuse

these vocals were obviously recorded in a different studio!

COMMENT | Fucking Awesome!!

posted by : chuck

8/10/2011 6:16:48 AM
Report Abuse
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Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

this  band kicks  ass! don van stavern wrote most  of  the thunder steel  album for

riot... one of of their best! jason mcmaster sounds amazing! EVIL UNITED!!

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | Fucking Awesome!!

posted by : chuck

8/10/2011 6:16:59 AM
Report Abuse

this  band kicks  ass! don van stavern wrote most  of  the thunder steel  album for

riot... one of of their best! jason mcmaster sounds amazing! EVIL UNITED!!

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | Fucking Awesome!!

posted by : chuck

8/10/2011 6:17:05 AM
Report Abuse

this  band kicks  ass! don van stavern wrote most  of  the thunder steel  album for

riot... one of of their best! jason mcmaster sounds amazing! EVIL UNITED!!

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | Debut?

posted by : MK

8/10/2011 6:34:49 AM
Report Abuse

Then what is the CD I bought at their release party here in San Antonio  a couple

of months back?
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